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Synopsis: We defend the hypothesis that a category carrying a ‘subjective’ interpretation 
(Lyons 1977) must take wide scope over operators of a different type, including quantified 
NPs (QPs). We model scope shift as index percolation restricted by a minimality condition. 
The resulting proposal makes correct predictions regarding epistemic containment (von Fintel 
& Iatridou 2003), including some exceptions to it. It also captures containment effects 
imposed by subjective non-epistemic categories, such as Ernst’s (2009) subjective adverbs 
and Ladd’s (1981) Outer Negation, as well as additional QP scope freezing effects in the 
context of a subjective category. 
1. Subjective Containment. Ernst (2009) distinguishes speaker-oriented adverbs on the basis 
of whether they are interpreted as subjective or objective (Lyons 1977). Strong evaluative 
adverbs (e.g. bizarrely, unbelievably) are subjective in that they express the speaker’s 
invocation of less widely accepted evidence for the evaluation represented by the respective 
adverb, and hence highlight her personal belief state and full commitment to this evaluation.  
Evidentials (e.g. apparently, obviously) are objective in that their use depends on publicly 
available evidence. Epistemic modals (e.g. probably, may, appear) may either be interpreted 
as subjective or objective, depending on the pragmatic context (Ernst 2009; a.o.). 
 Since Von Fintel & Iatridou’s (2003) Epistemic Containment Principle (ECP), which 
suggests that QPs cannot have scope over an epistemic modal, there has been some work 
(Tancredi 2007; Huitink 2008; Anand & Hacquard 2009) indicating that some exceptions to 
this generalization relate to whether these modals are interpreted subjectively or objectively: 
(1) a. # Every party guest might be the murderer. (every > might inaccessible) 
 b.    Given the currently available evidence/objectively speaking, every party guest might 

be the murderer.  (every > might accessible) 
This paper argues for a stronger conclusion; that is, the containment effect in (1a) has nothing 
to do with the epistemic aspect of might, but instead it is only due to its subjective 
interpretation. This generalization predicts that QPs will exhibit containment effects in the 
presence of non-epistemic evaluative (i.e. subjective) adverbs (see (2)) but not with evidential 
(i.e. objective) adverbs (see (3)). The contexts in (2) and (3) force wide scope for the QP. 
(2) Context: I had 30 students in my final year syntax class. To obtain their degree, they had 

to pass my exam. For 10 of these students, I considered it better if they failed as they 
were just not ready for the big world. After the exam had taken place, I quickly marked 
all the scripts and discovered that everybody had passed. So as far as I’m concerned… 

 *Fewer than half of the students have unfortunately passed the exam. 
(3) Context I had 30 students in my final year syntax class. After the final exam had taken 

place, I asked my TAs to quickly mark the scripts. They have so far only marked about 10 
scripts, but they are saying that the students have done really well. So ... 

 Fewer than half of the students have apparently passed. 
That it is indeed the speaker’s commitment to the evaluation of a proposition that matters is 
further confirmed by scope interactions between QPs and Ladd’s (1981) Outer Negation 
(ON), which expresses that the speaker seeks confirmation for a proposition held to be true on 
the basis of private concerns (Buring & Gunlongson 2000; Sudo 2013).  The context in (4) 
forces a wide scope of the QP and, as shown in (4a), the QP cannot be interpreted as such 
over ON. Interestingly, the QP is fully interpretable in the environment of a tag question 
(which has similar meaning to ON), given the same context (see (4b)). 
(4) 	   Context: I had 30 students in my final year syntax class. They all passed the 

coursework, but to obtain their degree, they had to pass my exam. For about 10 of 
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them, I was almost certain that they would. My TAs marked all the scripts and I ask:	  
 a. *Haven’t fewer than half of the students managed to pass the exam(, too)? 
 b.  Fewer than half the students have managed to pass the exam, haven’t they? 
(5) provides a context that is compatible with a narrow scope of the QP and, as expected, (4a) 
now becomes fully interpretable. 
(5) Context: I have 30 students in my final year syntax class and it is a weak cohort. They all 

passed the coursework. However, they also all have to pass my exam. Usually, around 
half of each year's cohort manages to pass the exam, as it very hard. Now I'm pretty 
certain that not even half will pass it. My TAs marked all the scripts and I ask:	  

 Haven’t fewer than half of the students managed to pass the exam(, too)? 
2. Encoding scope: Following Williams (1994), the scope of a quantificational category is 
either its c-command domain (γ for the QP in (6a)) or a larger constituent as determined by 
the percolation of a scope index (e.g. γ for the QP in (6b)); an inherited scope index follows a 
colon). Covert scope extension is thus not achieved via (covert) movement of the QP. 
(6) a. [α QP [γ δ [ε ζ η ]]] 
 b. [α β [γ:1 δ [ε:1 ζ QP1 ]]] 
Neeleman & Van de Koot (2012) propose the Condition on Scope Shift (CSS) to account for 
scope freezing effects between contrastive categories, between QPs, and between both. 
CSS: No node may inherit more than one scope index. 
With this background in mind, we propose the following:  
Scope of Subjective Categories (SSC) 
A subjective category must outscope operators of a different type by percolating an index. 
3. Explaining Subjective Containment: (7) illustrates how the SSC and CSS combine to 
explain the contrast between (1a), (2) and (4a) on the one hand and (1b) and (3) on the other. 
(7) a. * [TP:1,2 [every party guest]2 [T’:1 might1 … ]] = (1a) 
 b. * [TP:1,2 [Fewer than…]2 [T’:1 have [VP:1 [unfortunately]1 [VP … ]]]] = (2) 
 c. * [CP1:2 [Haven’t]1 [TP:2 [fewer than…]2 [T’:1 thaven’t [VP]]]] = (4a) 
 d.  [TP [every party guest] [T’ might … ]] = (1b) 
 e.  [TP [Fewer than…] [T’ have [VP [apparently] [VP … ]]]] = (3) 
The SSC forces the subjective categories in (7a-c) to percolate an index up to the CP/TP level. 
The context for these structures also force the QP to percolate an index past the CP/TP level 
in order to ensure wide scope over the subjective category. This results in a CSS violation. By 
contrast, the scope of the objective categories in (7d-e) coincides with their c-command 
domain (no index percolation occurs). The structurally higher QPs outscope the respective 
objective categories in virtue of the fact that the latter is in their c-command domain. 
4. Further Predictions: The account outlined above to explain subjective containment 
receives additional support from the facts in (8). (8a) and (8b) demonstrate that a subjective 
adverb can give rise to QP scope freezing effects when the adverb intervenes between the two 
QPs. (8c) and (8d) show that an objective adverb does not do so, irrespective of its position. 
The context forces wide scope of the universal. 
(8)  Context: Our film production company is looking for lead actresses for a number of 

new movies to be shot in the coming year. We have a total of 10 film scripts, which we 
showed to a group of 50 actresses. As you might expect, there was no single actress 
who liked all 10 scripts. However, we will be able to go ahead with each movie, since: 

 a. *At least one actress fortunately believed every script to be interesting.  (*∀>∃) 
 b. Fortunately, at least one actress believed every script to be interesting.   (✓∀>∃) 
 c. At least one actress apparently believed every script to be interesting. (✓∀>∃) 
 d. Apparently, at least one actress believed every script to be interesting. (✓∀>∃) 
The data in (8) are again due to the combined effect of the SSC and CSS; in (8a) fortunately 
percolates its index up to the TP level, while the universal is forced by the context to percolate 
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its own index to outscope the existential. This results in a CSS violation. No CSS violation 
occurs in (8b-d), either because the subjective adverb does not intervene, as in (8b), or 
because the adverb is objective, as in (8c-d).  


